Mineta Transportation Institute Issues a Report on Exploring the Effectiveness of Transit Security Awareness Campaigns in the San Francisco Bay Area

Researchers generate case studies, analyze effectiveness, and recommend outcome measurements.

San Jose, Calif., September 14, 2010 – The Mineta Transportation Institute (MTI) has released its newest research report, Exploring the Effectiveness of Transit Security Awareness Campaigns in the San Francisco Bay Area, which includes campaign case studies from the area’s five major transit agencies, an analysis of the campaigns’ effectiveness, and recommendations for measuring program outcomes. Nina Rohlich was principal investigator, having created the research report as part of her Master of Science in Transportation Management. Other investigators included Frances Edwards, PhD, and Peter Haas, PhD.

Since the attacks of September 11, 2001, it is increasingly important that citizens become “eyes and ears” regarding suspicious activity and that they report those incidents to the proper officials. To involve ordinary citizens, many transit agencies have created security awareness campaigns. The research objective was to learn how transit agencies create effective campaigns and to explore how they measure – if at all – that effectiveness.

“A positive finding of this research is the consistency with which Bay Area transit organizations address the need for passenger awareness as part of their overall security programs,” said Ms. Rohlich. “However, while all five agencies have a similar goal – to increase passenger awareness about security issues – little evidence confirms to what extent they are achieving this goal. Therefore, the report includes suggestions for using outcome measurements to provide a reasonable indication of a campaign’s effectiveness by capturing the public’s response to it.”

The March 11, 2004 Madrid commuter train bombings, the July 7, 2005 London transit system bombings, and the March 29, 2010 Moscow metro attacks are recent reminders that vigilance is necessary. Due to its openness and accessibility, public transit is considerably more vulnerable than airports, seaports, and other transportation modes organized around limited access points that can institute widespread security screening measures. Transit systems also may have large numbers of passengers during commute hours, plus accessible schedules and timetables. They also are in proximity to other...
potential targets and are critical pieces of infrastructure for urban areas. Public involvement in alerting officials to suspicious and potentially harmful activity is critical to transit security.

Agencies should implement a combination of output and outcome measurements to capture public response to the campaign and to understand whether agencies are achieving their campaign goals to increase awareness, provide tools for action, and encourage passenger involvement. At a minimum, agencies should track marketing activity levels and use internal tracking mechanisms or surveys to capture at least one meaningful data set that summarizes passenger behavior and comprehension.
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